ORGANIZATIONAL STATEMENTS
VISION
Serving one another as unto the Lord.

MISSION
Our mission is one of prayer and presence.

We serve the RTS community by praying regularly for students, faculty, and RTS leadership in general.

We serve the RTS community by facilitating crowd management at RTS events and by welcoming VIP guests as needed.

PURPOSE
To model a life of service, to build a strong tradition of serving one another and to enhance the RTS image while alleviating the crowd management responsibilities from event planning personnel at RTS Orlando.

MOTTO
Ready To Serve!
CORE VALUES

Humility
We serve as unto the Lord treating all with respect.

Helpfulness
We demonstrate cooperation and goodwill in all our activities.

Readiness
We are prepared and prompt to be helpful.

Resourcefulness
We take the initiative to help those we serve.

Attentiveness
We are alert to the needs of our guests.
BYLAWS
**NAME**

The name of the organization shall be RTS Ambassadors. The individual member will be known as an RTS Ambassador.

**OBJECTIVES**

The RTS Ambassadors organization was created with the following objectives:

1. Build a strong tradition of serving one another
2. Alleviate the crowd management responsibility from event planning personnel
3. Enhance the RTS Orlando image
4. Provide a venue for students to exercise leadership skills

**BOARD**

The Board of Directors is responsible for overall leadership. It will be responsible to set up policy and give direction to the organization.

The members of the Board of Directors are:

**President**—responsible for convening and leading all meetings; preparing agendas and calendar of events.

**Secretary**—responsible for communication with members of the organization on all matters regarding the group. Secretary is responsible for physical arrangements needed for group meetings of the membership.
**Treasurer**—responsible for managing any monies belonging to the organization and for planning and leading events to raise money for the organization.

**Event Coordinator/Head Ambassador**—responsible for assigning tasks to the members of the organization in each event when RTS Ambassadors participation has been requested and accepted.

**Honor Guard**—responsible to maintain a participation log of each member and assign and request participation of individual members when the event requires the presence of only a few Ambassadors, e.g. a guided tour of our campus for a VIP visitor.

The Board is responsible for reviewing applications and accepting membership. The Board is responsible for planning recruitment during the Fall Kick Off Conference and also throughout the year if necessary.

---

**MEMBERSHIP**

Application for membership is open to any student who will commit to serve throughout the academic year (mainly fall and spring semesters).

All members of the RTS Ambassadors are required to serve at Commencement in addition to serving in two other events from the following list:

- Fall Kick Off Conference
- Community Christmas Concert at the Pamplin Chapel
- Kistemaker Academic Lecture Series
- Senior Banquet
- Special VIP guided tours of our campus requested by the RTS Orlando President.
Membership is limited to 40—45 members.

As membership increases and is maintained, the open season for membership should be between the Fall Kick Off Conference and the first meeting of the group.

**MEETINGS**

Members are required to attend four meetings during the academic year:

1. Orientation
2. Training
3. Social
4. Preparation for Commencement

**BENEFITS**

- The honor of serving one another as unto the Lord

- Bookstore gift certificate to all members participating in Commencement

- Recognition during chapel (once during the fall and once during the spring semester)

- Free community lunch on RTS Ambassadors’ Day

- Opportunities for one on one conversations with VIPs